We want to replace
our paper
shift handovers
and go digital
How will this
affect us?

Paper Shift Handovers

Digital Enterprise Shift Handovers

Date: 17/06/2017 Morning Handover
Only one at a time viewing

Everyone has
visibility

and editing
Outgoing Operator: Roger Copperfield
stuck in the
Incoming Operator: John Smith Information
control room

Area: Distillation

Visibility

08:32 Field operator called...issues with valve on
discharge. Says he needs clearanceSearching
to isolate
it.
for data by

tediously digging through
Will try and get hold of John.
old paper logs
09:04 Fire extinguishers being tested near main tank.
09:33 Informed Unit 2 is down for maintenance.
(Wasn't in handover)

0945:
level.
0948:

Real-Time
Data Collection

FIC202 -> Manual... opening up to increase
FIC201 -> Back to 30%

Real-time data,
maintenance
information,
permits, work
instructions are
automatically
added

One-touch near
instantaneous
ﬁnding of key
data across the
whole database

3
Real-time data and
maintenance information
must be manually written
in by handaware this was
(wasn't

being tested
10:03 Permit HW22 .. work on hold waiting for gas
measurements
FIC203
10:25 Still can't get hold of JohnNo.. Operator
still
guarantee anyone
follows the correct
waiting.
procedures
11:12 Tech lead called to ask for test sample on
position 34 in outlet... sending a tech down
11:45 LIC664 high alarm is driving me
crazy..
I thought
Personnel
have
to get
back to the control room
this was fixed last week... Bypassingto see the shift handover
12:45 Can't make target on flow... still waiting for Tech
to work valve... Unit 2 still down.

Key logs can be
automatically
emailed or
escalated

Stable Procedures

Single, stable,
secure and off
the shelf
application
available to
everyone
Off the Shelf

Speadsheet-like
conﬁguration

Anyone can
view the shift
handovers on a
mobile device
Mobility

Over
30,000
Users
Worldwide
It has become an essential tool. Managers
now have the ability to issue night orders,
standing orders and new procedures and then
have the ability to see that their direct report
received and acknowledged.
Plant Manager
Calpine

We rely on j5 for logbook, work instructions,
standing orders, near misses and mobile
inspection rounds. We would like to extend our
use of j5 to other applications in the future.
Nobuyuki Takahashi

Executive Director, Kainan Plant Manager
Wakayama Petroleum Refinery

The Only
Operations
Management
Platform
With Spreadsheet
Configurability
and Enterprise
Scalability

www.j5int.com
sales@j5int.com

